that previously felt out of reach in other
areas of your life,” she says.
Now a media mogul—as well as a
mother, with partner Heidi Rhoades, to
daughter Lukensia, 5, and son Phoenix,
3—Michaels has said she can no longer
spare hours for the gym each day, and
she doesn’t. Witness her quick but ohso-effective workout beginning on page
196. It follows the tenets of Michaels’s
evolved Bodyshred program: 30-minute
body-weight and dumbbell workouts
designed to shed fat, sculpt muscle, and
boost your confidence. “The results I’ve
seen with Bodyshred have been far
superior to any program that I’ve ever
created,” she says. Yes, it really is her
go-to. And no, she hasn’t gone soft, as
you can see here.

HOW TO FIND
YOUR INTENSITY
SWEET SPOT

Michaels is in the best shape of
available to do it,” she explains. “That’s
her life, capable of performing some
why for some moves in this workout,
of the most challenging body-weight
you need explosive power; for others,
strength exercises out there, as she
control and balance are the focus.”
proved on our shoot. Don’t worry,
On top of that, each exercise targets
you won’t be asked to do the airborne
multiple big-muscle groups, so you get
push-up below or any of the other
maximum calorie-burning benefits.
strong-woman moves she’s performing
Now about that high-intensity pace.
on the pages leading up to your work“Challenge begets change,” Michaels
out They’re inspiration shots. But never
says; so you should try to bank as many
say never, nudges Michaels: Admire and
reps during those 30-second sets as
aspire. This take-charge-of-your-life
you can for your level, and modify as you
philosophy is what transformed the
need to (we’ll show you how).“This workonce overweight teen into the head of
out will improve every aspect of your
a wellness empire.
fitness,” she promises. Picture what that
Here’s where you get started—with
feels like. Channel Michaels’ lockerher circuit of seven toners. “I like to train room rally speeches. Even hang some
the body from as many different angles of these photos up in your bathroom
as possible and to use every modality
for a little extra mojo.

For this routine, you
want to work at 85
percent of your max
heart rate to ensure
that you burn the
maximum number
of calories, Michaels
says. “What it takes
to get to 85 percent
is completely unique
to you,” she explains.
For example, an
advanced exerciser
may power through
the split jumps rapidfire to reach that
intensity level, while
simply doing for
ward lunges will get a
beginner there. To
ballpark that 85 percent range, subtract
your age from 220.
That’s your max heart
rate (the maximum
beats per minute
your heart should
pump during exercise). Then multiply
that number by
0.85. (For a 30-yearold, for example,
max heart rate is 220
minus 30, or 190 bpm;
take 85 percent of
that and you get
162 bpm.) Once you
know your target
bpm, wear a heartrate monitor and
try to stay on mark
during each move.

“Consistency is the key to getting results. If you’re
pushing yourself to work beyond your comfort zone
for four rounds four days a week with this routine,
you’ll notice that your body starts to change within
the first two weeks.” —Jillian Michaels

The Track&Field Store bra ($69, tfstore.com). Human
Performance Engineering leggings ($120, bandier.com).
Opposite page: Solow x Daniella Clarke bra ($68, solow
style.com). Pheel capri leggings ($94, pheel.com).
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